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I don’t tweet. I am not on Facebook. I don’t post to Instagram. People shouldn’t care what I ate for breakfast, how 
my lawn looks after new grass seed sprouts or the number of times I fell on the ice during a hockey game.  Others 
tell me they enjoy expressing themselves through these social media and blogging outlets as it gives them opportunity 
to spontaneously share whatever they are thinking or feeling in that moment.  I just don’t think people would find 
my spontaneous thoughts entertaining or educational.  If I were a fish, I think I would have a long life under water 
because I would not be easily distracted by every new, shiny object a friendly fisherman would plunk into the water. 
Writing to you in these monthly notes forces me to be take my time to reflect. I attempt to convey a message that is 
thought-provoking, informative, educational, entertaining where possible and reassuring.  In reflecting on client 
comments shared during our recent review meetings and calls, I have noticed some mutual themes, observations and 
concerns. Noted below are the most common statements and questions. While not quite as exciting as a televised 
speed-dating event, the comment/reply format should make for an easy read on a variety of topical issues.  Here we 
go………… 
My portfolio returns over the last 12-months have been pretty spectacular. The exhilarating run up in stock 
market kind of caught us by surprise. Are these nice returns predicted to continue? 
The market responds to every and all news. Some news is even true. At the start of 2019 there were not many smart 
economists who predicted over the next 30 months markets would peak, the economy would precipitously fall into 
a deep recession, unemployment would reach decades long highs and then witness the fastest recovery from 
recession in history in which equity prices are once again reaching all-time peaks. I have not come across any forecast 
by an economist or stock market guru from 2019 that accurately predicted what investors experienced in 2020 and 
now in 2021.  
Beyond company specific news, macro influences play a big role in investors’ perceptions of what is likely going to 
occur in the future. Two key drivers that have significant influence are US monetary policy (actions taken by the 
Federal Reserve) and US fiscal policy (action or inaction of our legislators in congress). A third uninvited, yet 
impactful, driver that has dramatically influenced markets is the Covid-19 virus.  
Having the Federal Reserve on your team ensures all participants will get a ribbon. Everyone is a ‘winner’ - with 
everyone being good US companies, risky US companies, and just OK companies. Bonds do OK, too. Once the Fed 
decides to stop playing on your team, then the real skills and talents and market forces will separate the better 
companies (stocks) from the weaker companies. So if you keep hearing Fed chairman Powell say they are still in the 
game of offering market liquidity, this rising tide will continue to lift all boats. Once they announce a tapering of 
monetary easing (think taper tantrum) markets should have more diverse returns.  
To be more direct in answering the question, government spending through infrastructure and monetary policy 
remaining accommodative and favorable macroeconomic factors can support more good news for investors.  There 
are some additional tailwinds and also some items of concern; continue reading below.  
What tailwinds are out there to support continued favorable stock returns? 
Record amounts of cash in consumers’ bank accounts and on corporate balance sheets can support additional buying 
into equity markets. Consumer demand for travel, leisure activities and home improvements continue to grow even 
with the Delta variant stubbornly influencing our priorities. And most people looking to be employed are finding 
work (have you seen all the ‘help wanted’ signs around your community?). 
What should worry us over the next 12-24 months? 
If the Federal Reserve changes course and reduces their market participation (bond buying) and inflation continues 
to push cost of living higher and corporate earnings disappoint then markets will react quickly. Please keep in mind 
price corrections in markets are to be anticipated, are normal and healthy over the long -term.  We also have our eye 
on the geo-political stresses which influence market behavior as well.  This includes actions by China, the Eurozone, 
Middle East and North Korea.  Higher taxes for corporations and personal taxpayers will have a dampening impact 
on market returns.  
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Prices at the grocery market, gas pump, furniture store and all types of building materials are higher. Is this 
inflation story a short-term hiccup or longer-term trend requiring adjustments in our holdings? 
During an inflationary period, it is generally equities, real estate and commodities that help returns. Balanced 
portfolios continue to be important for longer-term resilience.  
The biggest medium-term risk to inflation - the problematic kind that restrains growth - is ongoing supply chain 
disruptions, particularly in semiconductors and certain sectors such as used cars. Given limited precedence of supply 
chain disruptions of this magnitude, there’s no clear method to forecast or predict how or when these bottlenecks 
will be resolved.  While supply chain disruptions may turn out to be stickier than initially thought, the Fed continues 
to label them as transitory. 
Our bond returns are not keeping up with our equity gains, why do we have these in portfolio? 
Every client portfolio has some bond exposure. We expect our bond returns to be better than what might be earned 
from a money market or bank savings. We primarily own them because over time bond returns and stock returns are 
not highly correlated. In other words, when stocks don’t do so well, we appreciated the relative safety of bonds. We 
have an allocation to bonds to offer a more consistent return and as a buffer from equity price declines. Race car 
drivers wear highly-protective seat belts. Bonds are the seat belts in your portfolio. 
How much Bitcoin or other crypto asset should we have in our portfolio? How much crypto do you own? 
None in your portfolio. I own $0.00. 
 
Really, shouldn’t we own even 1-2%? 
No.  We can discuss the possibility once you can share with us how to calculate the intrinsic value of these alt-
currencies. 
Because we can only really guess how all these factors and market drivers will actually play out over the next 
3-5 years how do we structure/allocate our financial assets?   
Markets are expected to go up AND down over time because of all the outside forces that weigh on market 
participants around the globe.  Chinese and European investors own US stocks and bonds. US investors own Chinese 
and European stocks and bonds. So even admitting values don’t only go up we try to accomplish steady longer-term 
performance by diversifying holdings across different asset classes, maintaining geographically diverse holdings and 
maintaining an appropriate level of cash in the accounts. A way to guarantee disappointment (and compliance never 
likes it when we use the word guarantee) is to allow your emotions to react irrationally to short term price declines. 
Selling at the wrong time is a recipe for challenging market success. Start preparing your resilience and grit muscles 
for the next market decline. 
Your portfolio is designed to weather uncertainty over the long-term.  Please review your enclosed asset allocation 
summary and call us with any questions or concerns. 
 
What you all know: 
All investing is subject to risk, including possible loss of principal. Diversification does not ensure a profit or protect 
against loss. Investments in bonds are subject to interest rate, credit, and inflation risk. Investments in stocks or 
bonds issued by non-U.S. companies are subject to risks including country/regional risk and currency risk. 
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